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Anomalous positive magnetoresistance ⑦MR✦ in high temperature organic-based magnet V(TCNE)x
(TCNE✺ tetracynoethylene) thin films is reported. MR increases linearly with applied magnetic

field and shows a maximum at the ferrimagnetic ordering temperature. The suggested roles of

oppositely spin polarized ♣* electronic subbands and magnetization fluctuations due to the

disordered nature of V(TCNE)x films are discussed. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been much progress in the field of spintronics

in the recent past with the development of new types of

devices that exploit both electric and spin properties of the

charge carriers in a material ⑦e.g., spin valves, high speed

magnetic sensors, spin light emitting diodes, etc.✦. For ex-

ample, spin polarized electronic transport gives rise to the

giant ⑦negative✦ magnetoresistance ⑦GMR✦ effect in multilay-

ers incorporating transition- or rare-earth metals.1 Here we

report anomalous positive magnetoresistance to high mag-

netic fields ⑦9 T✦ for organic-based ferrimagnetic semicon-

ductor V(TCNE)x (x❀2) thin films with a Tc up to ❀400 K

(TCNE✺ tetracynoethylene).2,3 Magnetoresistance ⑦MR✦

was proposed to arise in V(TCNE)x due to spin polarization

which is a required property for spintronics applications.3

Organic-based magnets were first reported in the mid

1980s with the discovery of ferromagnetism below an order-

ing temperature of 4.8 K in the linear chain electron transfer

salt �FeCp2*✁�TCNE✁ (Cp*✺pentamethylcyclopendienide).4

V(TCNE)x with Tc up to 400 K has a room temperature

resistivity, r, of ❀104 ❱ cm.5 V(TCNE)x films with differ-

ent Tc’s can be prepared by the chemical vapor deposition

⑦CVD✦ method by varying preparatory conditions and an-

nealing temperatures.6 Based on x-ray photoemission spec-

troscopy and saturation magnetization studies, VII has a spin

S✺3/2 and �TCNE✁✷ has S✺1/2 with one unpaired electron

in the ♣* orbital.2 The observed saturation moment of

❀1 ♠B per V(TCNE)2 unit results from the antiparallel

alignment of one VII (S✺3/2) and two �TCNE✁✷ radicals

(S✺1/2 each✦.6,7 In this study we used three different films

referred to as samples A, B, and C with Tc’s of ✳350, ❀275,

and ❀235 K, respectively. We show that the MR is anoma-

lous, with MR proportional to H below Tc and proportional

to H2 above Tc . The proposed origin of this phenomenon in

spin polarization of the conduction and valence ‘‘bands’’ is

discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

For resistance measurements, gold contacts of 40 nm

thickness were deposited onto a glass substrate and

V(TCNE)x films were deposited on top of these contacts

using a gas phase reaction of TCNE and V(CO)6 .
2 The typi-

cal thickness of these films is ❀1–5 ♠m depending upon

deposition time and distance from the reaction zone. These

air sensitive films are handled in inert atmosphere through-

out. Samples were sealed in a sample holder after making

electrical connection to the gold contact pads. Films show a

resistance of a few M❱ at room temperature. The four-probe

resistance method was used when possible; the two-probe

method was employed when the resistance of the films in-

creases to very large values ⑦at low temperatures✦. The two

methods show the same resistance values in the overlapping

region. The ferrimagnetic resonance ⑦FMR✦ measurements

were performed on a commercial Bruker Instruments

ESP300 ⑦X-band✦ ESR spectrometer using a TE102 resonant

cavity. Sample temperature was varied in the range 10–300

K using an Oxford 900 continuous flow helium cryostat.a✂Electronic mail: epstein@mps.ohio-state.edu
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III. RESULTS

Normalized resistances as a function of inverse tempera-

ture for samples A (Tc✳350 K), B (Tc❀275 K), and C

(Tc❀235 K) are shown in Fig. 1 on a semilog plot. The

three samples show nearly identical temperature dependen-

cies of normalized resistance despite their different Tc’s and

different room temperature resistivities (rRT resistivity val-

ues for samples A, B, and C are ❀3.5✸104, ❀1.4✸105, and

❀5.3✸106 ❱ cm, respectively✦.

A typical MR variation with applied magnetic field is

shown in Fig. 2 for sample C below its Tc❀235 K. MR

percentage is defined as

MR%✺100❅r⑦H�✷r⑦0�★/r⑦0�.

In the paramagnetic state for sample C at 297 K, MR(H)

increases quadratically at low fields and with a modest linear

contribution at higher fields. For sample C at 225 K ✁in the

ferrimagnetic state✦ MR(H) is linear in the entire field range

✁0–0.6 T✦ studied. MR(H ,T) behaviors with the plane of the

film parallel and perpendicular to the external field are found

to be identical.

The MR of sample B (Tc❀275 K) also was measured in

the 0–0.6 T range and it has similar linear MR(H) behavior

below Tc , but MR(H) well above Tc was not studied for this

sample due to instrumental limitations.

Sample A has a Tc that exceeds the decomposition tem-

perature ✁✳350 K✦ from an extrapolation of temperature de-

pendence of the magnetization. The MR for sample A was

extended to 9 T; a typical MR vs H plot is given in Fig. 3 for

T✺220 K. This sample also shows a linear MR behavior

beginning from very low fields. The slope is reduced slightly

around 1.5 T and the MR continues to increase linearly up to

9 T with no sign of saturation. The change in slope in

MR(H) at 1.5 T correlated with the change in magnetization

versus field at about 1 T as M(H) approaches saturation.6

Figures 4✁a✦–4✁c✦ represent the temperature dependence

of MR% at 0.6 T and ferrimagnetic resonance ✁FMR✦ inten-

sity for the samples A (Tc✳350 K), B (Tc❀275 K), and C

(Tc❀235 K), respectively. The FMR intensity is propor-

tional to the magnetization of the sample and magnetic or-

dering temperature can be determined from the spontaneous

rise in magnetization. Tc’s for sample B and C are ❀275 and

❀235 K, respectively. For samples B and C the MR exhibits

a broad maximum at Tc , decreasing slowly above and below

the Tc . Sample A displays no maximum as its Tc is well

above the temperature region explored.

IV. DISCUSSION

Preliminary MR results of V(TCNE)x recently have

been reported.3 From the Arrhenius type behavior between

180 and 300 K the activation energy, Ea , was determined to

be ❀0.5 eV. The activation behavior is associated with ther-

mal activation of charge carriers in the Coulomb energy split

♣* band.3 The charge transport involves hopping among

❅TCNE★✂’s. The single occupied molecular orbital of each

❅TCNE★✂ can accept a second electron with opposite spin

with an additional Coulomb repulsion Uc . Therefore the ac-

tivation energy, 0.5 eV, is a measure of the effective Uc .

The Hubbard model8 with nearly half-filling provides a

relevant description of ❅TCNE★✂ electronic states. The ♣*

band of ❅TCNE★✂ is split into two nonoverlapping subbands

provided Uc✄t , where t is the electronic transfer-integral

between neighboring ❅TCNE★✂’s. The spins of electrons in

the lower filled Hubbard subband should have antiferromag-

FIG. 1. Normalized resistance vs inverse temperature for samples A (Tc

☎350 K), B (Tc✆275 K), and C (Tc✆235 K).

FIG. 2. Field dependence of MR for sample C at 225 K. Tc of sample C is

✆235 K.

FIG. 3. MR against field in the range 0–9 T for sample A at 220 K. Tc of

sample A☎350 K.
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netic order with corresponding exchange constant J✽

✺2t2/Uc . If this were the case the saturation magnetization

M s of V(TCNE)x should correspond to net spin 3/2. Experi-

mentally M s corresponds to net spin 1/2 supporting the an-

tiparallel arrangement of VII spin and ❅TCNE★✷ spin. If J✽

✦J (J✽ being the exchange constant between two

❅TCNE★✷’s and J between VII and ❅TCNE★✷), then in the

ordered state the electronic spins of the lower subband are

parallel. Application of an external magnetic field increases

the energy gap ❉E ⑦which is approximated as ❉E✺Uc

✶4J❫S✫❫s✫ , where �S✁ and �s✁ correspond to the spin polar-

ization of VII and lower ♣* subbands, respectively✂ and

leads to a linear increase in the positive MR. As temperature

is lowered the influence of the external magnetic field be-

comes less effective due to the development of stronger in-

ternal magnetic fields and hence the MR decreases. A qua-

dratic MR behavior in the paramagnetic region, a maximum

in the MR near Tc , and a linear MR response below Tc were

accounted for on the basis of this model.3

Anomalous positive MR was reported for thin films of

the high resistivity (✳109 ❱ cm) ferromagnetic semicon-

ductor Eu1✷xSmxO.
9–11 These data were explained using a

model based on the scattering of free charge carriers by fer-

romagnetic clusters of the rare earth ions. In contrast to the

rare earth clusters of Eu1✷xSmxO, in V(TCNE)x the VII ion

is coordinated with the large ❅TCNE★✷ radical ions and thus

makes the application of this scattering model unlikely in the

V(TCNE)x case.

In summary, a large positive MR has been observed in

the organic-based room temperature ferrimagnetic semicon-

ductor V(TCNE)x . The linear (T✱Tc) and quadratic (T

✄Tc) results have been analyzed in terms of spin polarized

subbands formed by the ♣* band of ❅TCNE★✷. Spin polar-

ization is essential for incorporating these organic-based

magnets in spintronics devices. The spin polarization of mo-

bile charges in V(TCNE)x may enable their use in organic-

based spintronics devices.
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